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Abstract. Soft real-time applications that process data
streams can often be intuitively described as dataflow pro-
cess networks. In this paper we present a novel analysis
technique to compute conservative estimates of the required
buffer capacities in such process networks. With the same
analysis technique scheduler settings can be verified. Unlike
many other soft real-time analysis techniques, it is guaran-
teed that the desired throughput is obtained for the input
stream that is used to characterize the application.
Experiments with artificial test-cases indicate that the
computed FIFO capacities become more conservative if the
desired throughput gets closer to the maximum throughput.
The run-time of our algorithm for an H263 video decoder
test-case was 14 seconds.
1 Introduction
Consumer products like smart phones and car-
infotainment systems process multiple audio and video
streams simultaneously. Each stream is processed by a
job that can be started and stopped by the user. Jobs
are typically computationally intensive and can have
stringent throughput and latency requirements. For
performance and power-efficiency reasons, these jobs are
usually executed on an embedded heterogeneous multi-
processor system.
The functional behavior of jobs that process data
streams, can often be intuitively described as a YAPI
process network [8]. The processes in such a network ex-
change high-level data structures through FIFO buffers.
In [2] it has been shown that a YAPI process network
can be represented as a dataflow process network [10].
The most expressive variant of a dataflow process net-
work is the dynamic dataflow (DDF) graph [15]. The
YAPI processes can be represented by the nodes in the
DDF graph which are called actors.
Designers use hard real-time analysis techniques [9]
for applications that must meet throughput and latency
constraints and are not allowed to miss any deadline.
Missing deadlines results in a steep quality reduction,
like for example, clicks in the sound or visual artifacts.
The cyclo static dataflow (CSDF) model [3] can be
used to show the absence of deadlock at design time,
which is a requirement for hard real-time applications.
The CSDFmodel is less expressive than the DDFmodel,
but is considered as one of the most expressive dataflow
models for which the absence of deadlocks can be shown
at design time. In [3] and [18] minimum throughput
analysis techniques are presented of applications that
are described as a CSDF graph and are executed on a
predictable multiprocessor system.
We model soft real-time applications as DDF graphs
because it is not always possible to model the applica-
tion as a CSDF model. This is the case if the input
and output behavior of the actors are dependent on the
values of the input data stream. Source decoders, such
as MPEG video and audio decoders, have such an input
data dependent behavior.
Soft real-time applications have a throughput and
latency target. For these applications a small number
of deadline misses results in a modest reduction of the
quality. However, a large number of deadline misses can
result in an unacceptably low quality. An MPEG video
decoder is an example of a soft real-time application
were the user hardly notices a sporadic frame repeat
due to a deadline miss. However, a large number of
successive frame repeats result in annoying hiccups in
a video sequence. The use of hard real-time analysis
techniques for soft real-time applications results in an
over-dimensioned system because, for example, worst-
case execution times are used.
The throughput and latency of a soft real-time job
can be analyzed by means of simulation or with prob-
abilistic performance analysis techniques. These tech-
niques make a different trade-off between accuracy and
run-time. The accuracy should be high enough to make
useful estimates of the required scheduler settings and
FIFO buffer capacities.
Simulation can be performed at different abstraction
levels [5], which results in a trade-off between accuracy
and simulation speed. Cycle true simulation is accurate
but often impractically slow while simulation at a higher
abstraction level is faster but usually has an undefined
accuracy.
Probabilistic analysis techniques require that the
application is represented as a marked graph [11], a
Markov chain [13], or a Markov decision process [16].
The temporal behavior of the components of the sys-
tem are analyzed given a representative input stream
and then described with probability density functions
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(PDFs). Given these PDFs, the long running average
throughput is computed for the complete system. The
computed throughput is an estimate with an undefined
accuracy if the correlation between the execution time
of the actors is ignored. The execution time of succes-
sive executions of the same actor can be correlated, and
also the execution time of different actors can be corre-
lated. This correlation can be significant in multimedia
applications [11], but is often neglected [13] or approxi-
mated [11] to prevent excessive run-times of the analysis
algorithm.
In the just mentioned approaches, the designer must
determine the system setting of the job before he can
analyze the temporal behavior. These system settings
include the scheduler settings and FIFO buffer capac-
ities. Non-linear effects and complex interactions be-
tween these settings can result in many design itera-
tions. During each iteration, temporal analysis must be
repeated. The technique presented in this paper deter-
mines the capacities of all FIFO buffers in one design
iteration and thereby reduces the number of iterations.
In this paper we describe a technique that determines
the FIFO buffer capacities for soft real-time applica-
tions given a desired throughput. The technique can
also be used to quickly evaluate different scheduler set-
tings. The technique is applicable for applications that
are represented as the deterministic version of a DDF
graph. For a given input stream it can be guaranteed
that the desired minimum throughput will be obtained.
The minimum throughput is specified as the minimum
amount of data produced within a defined period in-
stead of a long running average data-rate. The tech-
nique is applicable for a multiprocessor system in which
resources are reserved [14].
The presented approach is based on the observation
that for one input stream, the behavior of an applica-
tion that is described by a DDF graph can be captured
in a CSDF graph. The execution time and the number
of tokens consumed and produced during one execution
of a DDF actor can be represented in one phase of the
corresponding CSDF actor. This results in a number
of phases that is dependent on the length of the in-
put stream, and can therefore be very large. Despite
a large number of phases we can compute FIFO buffer
capacities with our algorithm [18] without an excessive
run-time. It is guaranteed that the computed buffer ca-
pacities are sufficient to obtain the desired throughput.
Our algorithm takes as input a CSDF graph. It com-
putes for each input and output FIFO of an actor linear
bounds on the minimum and maximum number of to-
kens produced and consumed per unit of time. The
used bounds are similar to the service curves used in
real-time calculus [12]. A significant difference with
real-time calculus is that we construct a schedule for
the actors such that the input and output behavior can
be approximated more accurately with linear bounds.
Given these linear bounds we compute a conservative
estimate of the FIFO buffer capacity.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first present
in Section 2 our predictable multiprocessor system on
which the soft real-time jobs are executed. Then we de-
scribe the characteristics of a CSDF graph in Section 3
and define a DDF graph in Section 4. In Section 5 we
show that for a specific input stream we can analyze the
temporal behavior of a DDF description of the applica-
tion with a CSDF graph. The basic idea behind our
algorithm is presented in Section 6. We do not present
a detailed description of this algorithm because the fo-
cus of this paper is on the use of this algorithm for soft
real-time applications. In Section 7 we evaluate the run-
time and accuracy of our algorithm with artificial CSDF
graphs. We present in Section 8 the analysis of an H263
video decoder application that is described as a DDF
graph. Finally, we conclude in Section 9.
2 Predictable multiprocessor system
In this section we present the template of our multi-
processor system. In this system, resources are reserved
such that the execution time of one actor is not affected
by other actors. The analysis technique presented in
this paper is intended for this type of systems.
Our multiprocessor template consists of tiles con-
nected to a packet switched communication network,
and is depicted in Figure 1. A tile contains a processor
together with its local memory (DMEM). The instruc-
tions and data of the actors that are executed on a pro-
cessor are stored in the local memory of the processor.
The FIFO buffers between actors are implemented in
the memories as circular buffers [6]. The communication
assist (CA) in a tile copies data from a circular buffer
in the local memory into a network interface FIFO or
vice versa.
A processor can only access its local memory. The
inter-processor communication is performed using a CA.
The communication assist is configured such that it
transfers data between the circular buffers in the mem-
ory and the appropriate network interface FIFO. The
network is configured such that it transports the data
to it destination, i.e. the appropriate FIFO in a network
interface of another tile. The CA in the other tile reads
the data out of the network interface FIFO and stores
it into the appropriate circular buffer.
An arbiter in the CA takes care that the processor
can access the memory, for example, at least 8 out of
the 10 clock cycles. A fixed fraction of the remaining
cycles is divided by the CA over each network inter-
face FIFO. This arbitration policy provides a guaran-
teed bandwidth to the local memory for both the pro-
cessor as well as the incoming and outgoing streams.
Also our network [7] provides connections with a guar-
anteed bandwidth. These bandwidth guarantees enable
the computation of the execution time of one actor in-
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Figure 1. Template of a predictable multipro-
cessor system.
dependently of the behavior of the actors of other jobs.
This is essential for the presented analysis technique.
3 Cyclo static dataflow model
Our algorithm uses a CSDF [3] graph as an in-
ternal dataflow model. A CSDF graph is a directed
graph G = (V,E, δ, ρ, pi, γ, θ) that consists of a fi-
nite set of actors V , and a set of directed edges,
E = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V }. Actors synchronize by com-
municating tokens over edges, and these edges repre-
sent queues. The graph G has an initial token place-
ment δ : E → N. An actor vi has θ(vi) distinct phases of
execution, with θ : V → N, and transitions from phase
to phase in a cyclic fashion. An actor is enabled to
fire when the number of tokens that will be consumed
is available on all its input edges. The number of to-
kens consumed in firing k, with k ≥ 1, by actor vi is
determined by the edge and the current phase of the
token consuming actor, γ : E × N→ N, and therefore
equals γ(e, ((k − 1) mod θ(vi)) + 1) tokens. The speci-
fied number of tokens is consumed in an atomic action
from all input edges when the actor is started. The
response time ρ(vi, f), ρ : V × N → R, is the differ-
ence between the finish and the start time of phase f
of actor vi. The response time of actor vi in firing k is
therefore ρ(vi, ((k − 1) mod θ(vi)) + 1). When actor vi
finishes, then it produces the specified number of tokens
on each output edge e = (vi, vj) in one atomic action.
The number of tokens produced in a phase will be de-
noted by pi : E×N→ N. For edge e = (vi, vj), we define
Π(e) =
∑θ(vi)
f=1 pi(e, f) as the number of tokens produced
in one cyclo-static period, and Γ(e) =
∑θ(vj)
f=1 γ(e, f) as
the number of tokens consumed in one cyclo-static pe-
riod. We further define the topology matrix Ψ as a
|E| × |V | matrix, where
Ψij =

Π(ei) if ei = (vj , vk) and vi 6= vj
−Γ(ei) if ei = (vk, vj) and vi 6= vj
Π(ei)− Γ(ei) if ei = (vj , vj)
0 otherwise
If the rank of Ψ is |V | − 1, then a connected CSDF
graph is said to be consistent [3]. A consistent CSDF
graph requires queues with finite capacity, while an in-
consistent CSDF graph requires infinite queue capacity.
We define the vector s of length |V |, for which Ψs = 0
holds, and which determines the relative firing frequen-
cies of the cyclo-static periods. The repetition vector
q of the CSDF graph determines the relative firing fre-
quencies of the actors and is given by
q = θs with θjk =
{
θ(vj) if j = k
0 otherwise
The repetition rate qx of actor vx is therefore the
number of phases of vx, within one cyclo-static period,
times the relative firing frequency of the cyclo-static pe-
riod. For a strongly connected and consistent CSDF
graph, we can specify a desired period µ within which
on average every actor vx should fire qx times. The
throughput of the graph relates to µ−1. In the remain-
der of this paper, we assume that the desired µ is given.
3.1 Monotonic Execution
If a CSDF graph is executed in a self-timed man-
ner, then actors fire as soon as they are enabled. Fur-
ther, a CSDF graph maintains FIFO ordering of tokens
if the actors and the queues maintain FIFO ordering.
Each actor maintains FIFO ordering if it has a con-
stant response time, or has a self-cycle with one initial
token. The queues maintain per definition FIFO order-
ing. An important property is that self-timed execution
of a strongly connected CSDF graph that maintains a
FIFO ordering of the tokens is monotonic in time, which
is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (monotonic execution) A CSDF
graph executes monotonically if no decrease in response
time or start time of any firing k of actor vi can lead
to a later enabling of a firing l of actor vj.
The self-timed execution of a strongly connected
CSDF graph that maintains a FIFO ordering of tokens
is monotonic in time because a decrease in response time
or start time can only lead to earlier token production
times, and therefore only to an earlier actor enabling
and firing.
Monotonic temporal behavior of self-timed executed
CSDF graphs is important because it is then sufficient
to construct a schedule at design time with the desired
period µ. Given monotonicity, we know that actors in
the implementation will fire and produce their tokens
earlier than in the at design time computed schedule.
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4 Dynamic dataflow model
In this section we described a DDF graph. In Sec-
tion 5 we will show that given a DDF description of
the application, the capacity of the FIFO buffers can be
computed with a CSDF graph.
A DDF graph is a directed graph GD = (VD, ED, δD)
that consists of a finite set of actors VD, and a set of
directed edges, ED = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ VD}. Actors syn-
chronize by communicating tokens over edges, and these
edges represent queues. The graph GD has an initial to-
ken placement δD : ED → N. The firing rule of a DDF
actor depends on the state of the actor, before the ac-
tor fires. The state of a DDF actor corresponds to the
values of the private variables of the actor. These val-
ues can depend on data values in the tokens that are
consumed during previous executions. The number of
tokens consumed from a queue or produced in a queue
during a firing depend also on state of the actor before
the actor fires. The execution time of the i-th DDF
actor execution is the difference between the i-th start-
time and the i-th finish time of the actor. The execution
time can depend on the state of the actor and the data
in the tokens consumed during its execution.
5 DDF Analysis with a CSDF Model
In this section we show that the capacity of the FIFO
buffers can be computed with a CSDF graph given a
DDF description of the application. This DDF de-
scription should not contain nondeterminate merge ac-
tors [10] such that for a given input stream the com-
puted output stream is always the same. The computed
buffer capacities are large enough to obtain the desired
throughput for the input stream that is used to charac-
terize the application.
The input stream has a finite length and is processed
by the actors in the DDF graph. During the processing
of the input stream, each actor in the DDF graph fires
a finite number of times.
The firing rule of the n-th firing of a DDF actor speci-
fies the number of tokens that should at least be present
in each input FIFO of the actor before it can fire. This
firing rule depends on the values of the private variables
of the actor just before it fires. These values are called
the state of the actor. The state of an actor depends
on the data that has been consumed during earlier fir-
ings. Therefore, the sequence of successive firing rules is
completely determined by the initial state of a dataflow
actor and the input streams of the DDF actor.
The number of tokens produced during the n-th DDF
actor firing depends on the state of the DDF actor just
before its firing and the input data consumed during
the firing. The values produced during the n-th firing
depend on the input data consumed during the n-th
firing and the state of the DDF actor just before the n-
th firing. Therefore, the streams produced by the actors
are completely determinated by the input stream of the
DDF graph and the initial state of the DDF actors.
If the produced streams are determinate then also the
sequence of successive firing rules of each DDF actor is
completely determined by the input stream of the DDF
graph and the initial state of the DDF actors.
The execution time of the n-th firing of a DDF actor
also depends on the state of the DDF actor just before
its firing and the input data consumed during the fir-
ing. A conservative estimate of the execution time of an
actor firing can be obtained with an instruction set sim-
ulator on which only this particular actor is executed.
We know that the input streams of a DDF actor are
determinated by the input stream of the DDF graph
and the initial state of the DDF actors. Therefore, the
sequence of conservative execution time estimates of a
DDF actor is defined by the input stream of the DDF
graph and the initial state of the DDF actors.
In our multiprocessor system resources are reserved
by making use of time-division multiplex (TDM)
scheduling for the processors. Because we use TDM
scheduling, we can compute the response time of the
n-th firing of a DDF actor from the n-th execution time
and the scheduler settings with equation 1, as explained
in [2]. In this equation, p is the length of the TDM pe-
riod, si the length of the time slice of actor vi, and
φ(vi, f) the execution time of the f-th phase of actor vi.
The scheduler settings are the period p and length of
the time slice si.
ρ(vi, f) = φ(vi, f) + (p− si)dφ(vi, f)
si
e (1)
The minimum throughput of a DDF graph for the
representative input stream can be derived with a CSDF
graph. This CSDF graph has the same topology as the
DDF graph. The sequence of successive firing rules and
execution times estimates of each DDF actor is encoded
in the phases of a corresponding CSDF actor. This can
result in a large number of phases of the actors.
If the FIFO capacities are given then we can deter-
mine the inverse of the minimum throughput of the
CSDF graph with a maximum-cycle-mean (MCM) al-
gorithm [4]. The CSDF graph must be transformed
into an SRDF graph before the MCM algorithm can
be applied. The computed MCM corresponds to the
minimum interval of time in which all the phases of an
actor in the CSDF graph are executed once.
The MCM algorithm assumes that the same sequence
of successive firing rules and execution times of each
CSDF actor is repeated forever. This is equivalent with
the assumption that the same behavior of the DDF
graph is continued.
However, the large number of phases in the CSDF
graph usually results in a run-time of the exact MCM
algorithm that is too large to be practical, as we show in
Section 7. Another problem is that the buffer capacities
need to be selected before the MCM can be computed.
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This can lead to many iterations before suitable buffer
capacities are identified that result in a desired MCM
and a minimal total buffer capacity. These issues are
addressed by the algorithm that is presented in the next
section. This algorithm has computational complexity
that is linear in the number of phases and computes
sufficient and close to minimal FIFO capacity given a
desired MCM. The desired MCM is equal to the period
µ over which the throughput is defined.
6 Buffer Capacity Computation
In this section, we describe the basic ideas behind our
algorithm that computes buffer capacities and checks
scheduler settings. A detailed explanation of this algo-
rithm can be found in [18]. The algorithm builds further
upon the algorithm described in [17]. We do not present
a detailed description of this algorithm because the fo-
cus of this paper is on the use of this algorithm.
Our algorithm has a computational complexity of
O(|V |4 + |V ||E|T ) with |E| the number edges, |V | the
number of CSDF actors and T = maxi(θ(vi)) the max-
imum number of phases of the actors. The low compu-
tational complexity in the number of phases enables ap-
plication of our algorithm for the computation of buffer
capacities and scheduler settings given a DDF graph, a
representative input stream and the desired throughput.
In Section 7 we compare the run-time and accuracy of
this algorithm with an exact algorithm for some exam-
ples that have a relatively small number of phases.
We will first use a simple and then a more complex
example to explain the basic ideas behind our algorithm.
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Figure 2. Producer consumer example CSDF
graph.
Figure 2 depicts a CSDF graph with two actors that
communicate through one FIFO buffer. This FIFO
buffer is represented by the edges (vp, vc) and (vc, vp)
in the CSDF graph. The number of initial tokens on
the edge (vc, vp) is equal to the capacity of the FIFO
buffer. The actor vp has 2 phases with a response time
of 1 and 2 seconds, respectively. At the beginning of
their firing, actor vp and vc consume one token from
each input edge. At the end of their firing, these actors
produce one token on each output edge.
A valid schedule for the actors vp and vc is shown in
Figure 3. The boxes in this figure denoted the intervals
during which the actors are executed. The fat line sp at
right hand side of the dashed boxes denotes the as-late-
as possible finish time of each firing of actor vp given
that the FIFO buffer has an infinite capacity. The line
pl(t) is a linear lower bound on the number of tokens
produced by actor vp on edge (vp, vc). The line pu(t)
is a linear lower bound of the number of tokens con-
sumed from edge (vc, vp) because tokens are consumed
at the beginning of a firing. Similarly, the line sc is the
as-late-as possible finish time of actor vc under the as-
sumption that the FIFO buffer contains at any moment
in time more than one token. The lines cl(t) and cu(t)
are the as-late-as possible consumption of a token by
actor vc from edge (vp, vc) and the as-early-as possible
production of a token on edge (vc, vp).
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Figure 3. Producer and consumer schedule
with linear bounds on token production and
consumption.
It is obvious that the number of tokens consumed by
actor vc can not be larger than the number of tokens
produced by actor vp. Therefore, ∀t, pl(t)− cu(t) ≥ 0
must hold.
The tokens consumed by vp denote the amount of
space acquired by vp. The amount of tokens produced
by vc denote the amount of space released by vc. There-
fore, the FIFO buffer capacity should be larger or equal
to the maximum number of tokens consumed by actor
vp minus the minimum number of tokens produced by
actor vc at any point in time, i.e. maxtdpu(t) − cl(t)e.
For the schedules in Figure 3 we arrive at the conclusion
that an infinite FIFO buffer capacity is needed because
vp produces more tokens per unit of time than vc con-
sumes.
However, the schedule of actor vp is stretched in Fig-
ure 4 such that the same number of tokens are produced
as are consumed per unit of time. In this case pu(t),
pl(t), cu(t), and cl(t) have the same slope. The ver-
tical difference between pu and cl corresponds with a
sufficient FIFO capacity. For the schedule in Figure 4,
a capacity of 4 tokens is required. The required FIFO
capacity becomes 2 tokens if cu(t) equals pl(t).
We will call βpc the minimum distance between the
start of the first firing of actor vp and the start of the
first firing of actor vc. For the example in Figure 4, the
minimum distance is 1.
The actual minimum distance between the first fir-
ings of two actors depends on the topology of the CSDF
graph. Take for example the graph in Figure 5. For
this graph, the minimum distances β01, β02, and β12
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Figure 4. Stretched producer and consumer
schedule.
are equal to 1. However, a minimum distance of 1 be-
tween v0 and v2 and a minimum distance of 1 between
v2 and v1, results in a minimum distance of 2 between v0
and v1. With the dual of the minimum-cost maximum-
flow network algorithm [1] we can compute in polyno-
mial time the actual distances between the start times
of each pair of actors which respects the minimum dis-
tance constraints β. Given the actual distance we can
compute the capacity of the buffers. The capacity of a
FIFO buffer of a producer consumer pair in the CSDF
graph is made equal to dpu(t)− cl(t)e.
v0
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{1}
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{1}
Figure 5. A CSDF graph in which the actual
distance between v0 and v1 is a larger than β01.
7 Artificial Test-Cases
In this section we evaluate the accuracy and run-
time of our buffer calculation algorithm. We use three
artificial test-cases that each highlight a specific aspect
of the algorithm.
The first test-case is a producer consumer example,
in which the response time of the producer during suc-
cessive firings is uniformly distributed and the number
of tokens produced and consumed is constant. For this
test-case we compare the buffer capacity computed with
our algorithm with the capacity computed with an ex-
act algorithm for several desired MCM values. We com-
pare the run-time of our algorithm with the run-time of
an exact algorithm for input streams with a different
length. We also evaluate whether the computed FIFO
capacity is sufficient for other sequences of successive re-
sponse times that have the same uniform distribution.
The second test-case is also a producer consumer ex-
ample, but in this test-case we vary the number of to-
kens consumed and produced per firing instead of the
response times of the actors. For this test-case we com-
pute the FIFO capacity for different desired MCM val-
ues. The third test-case is a chain of 3 actors. This
test-case illustrates that our algorithm does not take
into account that variation in the response time of an
actor can be absorbed by multiple FIFOs and is not
only absorbed by the in and output FIFOs of the actor.
{1}
{1} {5} {1}
vp
xy
{1}
vc
xy
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n
Figure 6. A CSDF graph in which actor vp can
have a variable response time or a variable
production and consumption rate.
The CSDF graph of the first test-case is shown in
Figure 6. The i-th element in the list r is equal to the
response time of the i-th phase of actor vp. The re-
sponse times of the phases are uniformly distributed in
the interval [1,10]. We use 1000 phases in this example.
The i-th element in the list x and the list y denote the
number of tokens that are consumed or produced in the
i-th phase of actor vp. All the elements in the list x and
the list y are equal to one. The pair of edges (vp, vc)
and (vc, vp) model a FIFO buffer. The capacity of this
buffer is equal to the number of initial tokens n on the
edge (vc, vp).
We first note that if we would determine the buffer
capacity for the graph in Figure 6 with a hard real-time
technique that then the desired MCM must be larger
than or equal to 10 · 103. The MCM must be at least
10 ·103 because the worst-case response time of actor vp
is 10 and there are 1000 phases in one MCM period. The
worst-case response time is used because another input
stream could result in another sequence of successive
response times. However, for an hard real-time system
the desired MCM is a constraint that must be satisfied
for any input stream.
By encoding the sequence of successive response
times in the phases of the actors we can reduce the de-
sired MCM to 5.5 which is equal to the absolute min-
imum MCM. In this example is the absolute minimum
MCM equal to the average response time of actor vp.
A reduction of the desired MCM comes at the cost of a
larger FIFO buffer and we cannot guarantee that a lower
or equal MCM than the desired MCM is obtained for
another sequence of successive response times of actor
vp. Such a sequence can occur for another input stream
than the stream used to characterize the application.
The computed buffer capacity as a function of the de-
sired MCM is plotted in Figure 7. This figure shows that
the deviation between estimated capacity and the min-
imal capacity becomes larger if the desired MCM gets
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Figure 7. The estimated and minimum FIFO
capacity as function of the desired MCM for
the case that the response time varies.
closer to the absolute minimum MCM. The actor vp has
only 1000 phases such that we are still able to compute
with a reasonable run-time the minimum FIFO capacity
with an exact algorithm that is based on MCM calcula-
tion with the Howard [4] algorithm and backtracking.
The run-time of the buffer capacity computation al-
gorithm as function of the length of the input stream
for this test-case is given in Table 1. This table shows
that the run-time of our algorithm grows linearly with
the number of phases and the run-time of an exact al-
gorithm grows much faster.
phases 102 103 104 105 106 107
exact 0.05s 2.09s 218s >2h >2h >2h
approx 0.02s 0.09s 0.79s 7.7s 78s 780s
Table 1. Run-time of the exact and approxi-
mated buffer computation algorithm as func-
tion of the number of phases.
By changing the seed of the random generator we
have generated different sequences of successive re-
sponse times with the same uniform distribution. Given
this sequence of response times we computed the FIFO
buffer capacities with our algorithm and the exact al-
gorithm. In both cases, we observed that the computed
FIFO capacity for one stream was very rarely insuffi-
cient to obtain the same desired MCM for a different
sequence of response times. This indicates that vari-
ations in the response are well absorbed by the FIFO
buffers and that our algorithm takes this into account.
That variation in the response time is taken into ac-
count by our algorithm is illustrated with Figure 8. This
figure shows that a peak in the response time results
in a certain minimum horizontal difference between the
linear bounds pu(t) and pl(t). After the peak, our algo-
rithm takes care that the phases are started as-soon-as
possible such that a successive peak will not increase the
horizontal and vertical difference between the bounds.
It is important that the vertical difference is not in-
creased because this would result in a larger FIFO buffer
capacity.
pu pl
tokens
time
Figure 8. Absorption of peaks in the response
time.
The CSDF graph of the second test-case is the same
as for the first test-case and is shown in Figure 6. In this
test-case all elements in the list r are 1. The i-th element
in the list x denotes the number of tokens consumed
and produced during the i-th firing of actor vp. The list
r contains uniformly distributed values in the interval
[1,4]. All elements in the list y are equal to 1. The
number of phases is 1000 such that we can compute an
exact lower bound for the FIFO capacity in a reasonable
time.
The computed FIFO capacity as function of the
MCM is shown in Figure 9. The plot shows that the de-
viation between the compute minimum and estimated
FIFO capacity is larger if the desired MCM gets closer
to the absolute minimum MCM. This figure also shows
that the exact and estimated capacities are equal to the
minimum capacity of 4 for large values of the MCM.
The FIFO cannot be made smaller than 4 because oth-
erwise deadlock would occur because 4 is the maximum
number of tokens produced per firing by vp.
The third test-case is a chain of 3 actors of which
the CSDF graph is shown in Figure 10. The elements
in the list r are in the interval [1,10] and are uniformly
distributed. The number of phases of v0 is 1000 and all
elements in the list x are 1. Given a desired MCM of
6000 we obtain with our algorithm a number of initial
tokens of n equal to 9 and m equal to 2. With the exact
algorithm we find n equal to 4 andm equal to 2. If we fix
the maximum of n to 3 then our algorithm cannot find a
solution for m anymore but the exact algorithm reports
that m should at least be 3. The reason is that our
algorithm does not take into account that if one FIFO
does not completely absorb the variation then another
FIFO can perhaps absorb the remaining variation if its
capacity is large enough.
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Figure 9. The estimated and minimum FIFO
capacity as function of the desired MCM for
varying number of tokens produced and con-
sumed varies.
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Figure 10. Chain of 3 actors in which actor v0
has a varying response time and consumes
and produces always 1 token per firing.
8 H263 Video Decoder Case-Study
In this section we describe an H263 video decoder
for which we compute the capacities of the FIFOs with
our algorithm. This H263 video decoder contains ac-
tors that have a response time and an input and output
behavior that is input data dependent.
MCIDCTDQVLD
Figure 11. Process network model of an H263
video decoder.
The H263 video-decoder application is described in
the C++ language as a process network (see Figure 11)
using the YAPI interface. This process network descrip-
tion is equivalent to the DDF description in Figure 12
in which each FIFO buffer is represented by two edges
because the FIFO buffers have a finite capacity.
The variable length decoding (VLD) actor in the
DDF graph de-multiplexes the input stream in motion
vectors, and Huffman encoded coefficients. It decodes
these coefficients before it sends them as tokens with a
size of 128 bytes to the de-quantization (DQ) actor. The
DQ actor sends tokens with a size of 128 bytes to the
inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) actor. The
IDCT actor produces tokens with a size of 128 bytes
that are send to the motion compensation (MC) actor.
The MC actor receives also tokens from the VLD actor
in which the motion vectors are stored. The MC actor
produces tokens with a size of 38016 bytes in which one
decoded frame of 176× 144 pixels is stored.
1 11 1 1 1
MC
1 1
VLD DQ IDCT
n1 n2 n3
n4
Figure 12. DDF graph of an H263 video de-
coder.
The H263 video-decoder application is executed on
a multiprocessor instance that is according to the tem-
plate in Figure 1. This instance has one ARM7TDMI
processor per tile. This processor has a unified bus-
interface which carries both instructions and data and
does not have a cache.
The number of tokens consumed and produced per
actor firing has been measured for one video sequence
of 76 frames with a dataflow simulator. In order to mea-
sure the execution time we have annotated the C-code
with so called “duration” statements. A value in a “du-
ration” statement indicates the maximum number of
clock cycles that are needed on the processor to execute
the corresponding C-statement in the case of single cy-
cle access latency to the local memory. We derive the
duration by analyzing the assembly code and we use
the debug information to locate the corresponding C-
statements. In order to simplify the experiment we did
not take into account that the processor is stalled if the
local bus arbiter does not grant immediately access to
the local memory. We also did not take into account
that it cost time for the CAs to copy the data into and
out of the network interface FIFOs and that it cost time
to transfer data via the network. How stall cycles and
communication latency can be taken into account is de-
scribed in [2].
actor phases total exec. time (cc)
VLD 69548 22 · 106
DQ 30818 8 · 106
IDCT 10272 25 · 106
MC 32372 52 · 106
Table 2. The number of phases and total exe-
cution time of each CSDF actor.
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During execution of the annotated source code on
a work station, the total duration D is computed of
the non-blocking code segment between two consecutive
communication calls (FIFO read or write calls). The
total durationD is equal to the execution time as well as
the response time because in this experiment we execute
one actor per processor. If actors share a processor then
Equation 1 is used to compute the response time of a
phase given the execution time of that phase.
desired MCM n1 n2 n3 n4
10× 52 · 106 3 2 8 86
5× 52 · 106 3 2 8 85
2× 52 · 106 5 2 12 78
1.5× 52 · 106 6 2 43 166
1× 52 · 106 8 2 468 984
Table 3. The computed number of initial to-
kens as function of the desired MCM.
The execution time and the number of tokens con-
sumed and produced per DDF actor firing have been en-
coded in the phases of a CSDF graph that has the same
topology as the DDF graph in Figure 12. The number of
phases of each actor in this CSDF graph can be found
in Table 2. There are in total 143010 phases. Given
the CSDF graph, the capacity of the FIFO buffers has
been computed with our buffer calculation algorithm in
approximately 14 seconds on a Pentium 4, running at
2.4GHz.
The computed number of initial tokens, which are
equal to the capacities of the buffers, are shown in Ta-
ble 3 for different desired MCM values. As expected,
the capacity increases if the desired MCM decreases.
The minimum MCM is 52 · 106 because the MCM can
not be smaller than the total execution time of one of
the actors. For the minimum MCM, there is no sched-
ule freedom for the MC actor. As a result, the token
consumption schedules of the MC actor cannot be ap-
proximated well with linear bounds. However, there
is schedule freedom for the VLD, DQ and IDCT actors.
These schedules are adapted by our algorithm such that
their token production and consumption schedules can
be approximated well with linear bounds. As a result,
the token production schedules of the VLD and IDCT
actors do not fit well with the token consumption sched-
ulee of the MC actor. This is shown in Figure 13 for the
token production schedule of the VLD actor and the
token consumption schedule of the MC actor that are
used to compute n3. According to Table 3, this mis-
match results in a significant number of initial tokens
for the minimum desired MCM.
9 Conclusion
In this paper we present a technique that determines
the FIFO buffer capacities for soft real-time applications
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Figure 13. Token production schedules of the
IDCT and MC actor.
given a desired throughput. The technique can also be
used to quickly evaluate different scheduler settings, and
is applicable for applications that are represented as a
deterministic DDF graph. The computed buffer capac-
ities and scheduler settings are such that for a given
input stream it is guaranteed that the desired through-
put will be obtained. The technique is applicable for a
multiprocessor systems in which resources are reserved.
The presented technique uses a CSDF graph as an
internal representation. Each CSDF actor corresponds
with a DDF actor. The response time and the num-
ber of tokens consumed and produced of each non-
blocking code segment is modeled as a property of a
phase. Therefore, the number of phases of the CSDF
actors depends on the length of the input stream and
can be very large. To prevent an excessive run-time of
the analysis algorithm, we conservatively approximate,
for each CSDF actor, the number of tokens produced or
consumed per unit of time with a linear bound. Given
these linear bounds, the desired throughput, and the
CSDF graph, we compute conservative estimates of the
capacities of the FIFO buffers or report infeasibility.
The accuracy and run-time of our algorithm has been
evaluated for artificial test-cases as well as an H263
video decoder test-case. The results of the experiments
with the artificial test-cases indicate that compared with
an exact algorithm the accuracy of our algorithm is
lower if the desired throughput gets closer to the max-
imum throughput. The run-time of the buffer calcula-
tion algorithm for the H263 video decoder test-case was
approximately 14 seconds. For this test-case, the total
number of CSDF actor phases was 143010.
The presented technique takes the correlation be-
tween the execution time of actors into account and is
suitable for any execution time distribution. It is there-
fore an interesting alternative for existing probabilistic
analysis techniques.
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